30TH MARCH — 9TH APRIL 2017

NEWSLETTER NO: VI
There is nothing more contagious than
enthusiasm, and the response to our last
newsletter was just that. We received a very big
surge in registrations for our 2017 event during
Feb, which is amazing when you consider it is
over a year away. However, the enthusiasts who
registered are smart because they will be
securing their accommodation and making sure
that they have clarified what their interests are.
We are expanding capacity but we will never get
to the point where we cannot give everyone who
attends a very high quality experience.
When one is dealing with our Heritage Steam
Locomotives, old Tractors or ancient rickety Old
Vehicles one always thinks “old”. However, old is
a relative term. Many of the items are really not
old at all.
Our collection of genuine animal drawn wagons
is really old: including a wonderful fleet of ox
wagons, many of which pre-date the Boer War,
as well as our horse and mule drawn wagons,
some of which date back to the 1880s.
The concept of animal drawn vehicles is where
the really ancient history lies. Civilisation relied

A British Mule Train during the Boer War, and Sandstone’s recently received
authentic Oxwagon. A full article will appear in the next Newsletter
on animals for thousands of years and they were
certainly the back bone of Agriculture,
Transportation and even Military Transport
since 1652, a milestone in the history of South
Africa...
Because they were virtually all made of wood,
their survivability rate is not good. There is
therefore undoubtedly a degree of urgency in
terms of saving and preserving them, and that
urgency has recently occurred to us.

So motivated are we by the concept of preserving
them and using them that we have significantly
increased our breeding herd of genuine longhorned Afrikaner oxen. This will enable us to
deploy multiple teams of spans of oxen and
wagons at our shows. We are also in the market
for mules. These steadfast animals have great
stamina were used for transport purposes during
the early history of South Africa and during the
Boer War.

Preparations for Stars 2017
STARS OF SANDSTONE 2017:
ACTIVE PARTICIPATION
We want to move towards a situation where we have a much clearer
understanding of what some of our visitors would like to do in terms of a
practical hands-on contribution.
We have always had the unique situation where our visitors are also
direct participants. Our Locomotive drivers and firemen, our guards,
and many of the people who work on the machinery and drive tractors
etc, are all actively participating in the event. They are also visitors and
guests. There is a cost to this, as we have to put fuel in the tractors they
drive etc. The fee they pay and the enjoyment they get is all offset against
the costs that we have to incur in making sure that their particular area of
interest is properly resourced.

DRESS THE PART
Road Steam
volunteers.
Picture by
Graham Black

There will be many opportunities to ride on animal drawn vehicles
during Stars 2017. However it is so much better if people come dressed in
clothing that is much more reminiscent of the period. Fortunately it is
reasonably cool in April so ladies need not worry that they are
overdressed.

The ultimate beneficiaries of course are our visitors, because they experience
such interesting machinery and they meet such friendly and competent
people. If you have an interest in helping us therefore, please write and be as
specific as you like and we will respond to you.
Railway: Dave Richardson at E: daver@sandstone.co.za
Military Vehicles: Mike Myers at E: mikem@sandstone.co.za
Australian driver,
Graham Black with
Denise Middleditch
after her footplate
ride. Picture by
Allan Middleditch

We have the tractor, we have the
ox wagon and we even have the
bloke ... but what we do need to
add is the period dress.

Tractors: Chris Wilson on E: katbr@worldonline.co.za
Relating to other machinery, for example Traction Engines or Classic Vehicles,
please communicate with Joanne West on E: joannewest@btinternet.com
Finally, we have had wonderful support from the ladies in the past, particularly
when it comes to helping older people be comfortable etc. If there is anything
you would like to do, for example being a train passenger coordinator, making
sure the right people get on the right train at the right time by supporting the
Station Master or assisting wherever there is a bottleneck, then please
communicate with Leigh Sanders on E: leighs@sandstone.co.za

Military News
Trustees of the Sandstone Heritage Trust recently
visited the Australian Memorial Museum in
Canberra which was inspirational in the way in
which everything was presented. They cover the
entire history of Australia's involvement in wars
wherever they took place. Their publication (see
left) is extremely well written and interesting.
We were taken by this particular edition because
of the wonderful picture of the Mk IV Sherman
tank covered in troops. This brings us once again
to the question of clothing originality and creating
the best possible atmosphere for an event that
enjoys researching and implementing historic
moments. We have done some good work on our
Sherman and she is now looking extremely
original, which of course she is. Pots and pans,
tins, nets and axes and whatever all now feature as
part of the tank. However, nothing beats people,
and so if you want to drag out dads of even
grandad's old Army uniform and bring it to Stars
2017 — we will make sure you get a ride on the
Sherman.

Andy Selfe (E: aselfe@mweb.co.za ) is busy as
ever with the Marmon Herrington Mk4
restoration he has undertaken. He keeps a
detailed blog on the restoration and the good
work he is carrying out.
See: http://armouredcarmk4.blogspot.co.za/
Andy recently reported: On the Armoured
Car, I wondered about a few dents on the left
hand side which looked suspiciously like
bullet marks. Whether from enemy action or
target practice, we're unlikely to find out.
However, while painting inside the wheelarch, I found this, close to the other dents:
I'm pretty sure that's the
tail end of a bullet!

THE SA ARMOUR MUSEUM VISITS SANDSTONE
Report and pictures by Sergeant-Major Dennis Green
E: zs4bs@netactive.co.za

A team of eight members from the SA Armour
Museum visited Sandstone from 29 February to 3
March 2016 to carry out maintenance on the
military vehicles in the Sandstone Heritage
collection.
Lt Col's Raymond Hohls and Shaun Carroll,
Sergeant-Major's Abe Crous, Johan de Bruin,
Dennis Green, Kenny Olivier and Bennie vd
Westhuizen and SSgt Chris vd Walt went through all
the vehicles checking oil and water levels, batteries,
lights, etc. Each vehicle was started and taken on a
maintenance run. Some vehicles needed more TLC
than others – replacing a copper washer on the
carburettor, replacing fuel filters, bulbs, adding oil
and brake fluid, changing batteries and pumping
tyres to the correct pressure. Quite some time was
spent on the Ferret Scout Car and it is back in
running order.

The Sundowner. From left to right – Eric Edwards,
WO 1 Abe Crous, Mrs Carina Green,
WO 2 Kenny Olivier, Lt Col Shaun Carroll
and Lt Col Raymond Hohls.

We also had chance to relax and were very successful
at catching black bass (Micropterus salmoides) in
the dam below the Hoekfontein complex.

WO 1 Bennie vd Westhuizen checking the
carburettor on the Jeep, before starting her.

The team also met Eric Edwards, a visitor from
Canada (see his article below), who is a collector and
restorer of vintage cars (from around 1908
onwards). Eric was invited to join us for meals and
the maintenance runs of the vehicles. We also had
Les Labuschagne and Des Clarke and his family
around to one of our evening braais!

Lt Col's Shaun Carroll and Raymond Hohls
preparing brunch for the hungry hordes!

WO 1 Johan de Bruin and SSgt Chris vd Walt
checking the distributor of the Ferret, while
WO 1 Bennie vd Westhuizen looks on.

See through door WO 1 Abe Crous preparing to
take the Eland 90 on a maintenance run

Agricultural Equipment
CALLING ALL STATIONARY ENGINE AND TRACTOR VOLUNTEERS

Chris Wilson, who is well known to most
collectors of the above, has been working hard
on identifying tractors that can be brought back
into good working condition fairly easily. He is
also working on rebuilding some of the rarer
and interesting old machines.

Chris would like to extend an invitation to
mechanically minded people who would like to
join him at Sandstone from time-to-time
between now and April 2017.
Chris normally spends one week per month
there working on these machines with a couple of

permanent Sandstone personnel. One of the
challenges is to move the large stationary engine
collection into the new museum that has just
been built which will house our stationary
engine collection.

The new Engine Room
Many of our stationary engines are in tip-top
condition but have not run for a long time so they
need to be checked individually, repaired if
necessary, and installed in place. Because there is
such a large number of them the collection needs
to be sorted out in an intelligent manner, either
by make or perhaps by age or perhaps by type.
If you are interested in spending time with Chris
helping him please contact him on T: 084 556
1117 or E: katbr@worldonline.co.za
All accommodation and support facilities are
free of charge for the visit.

We have all the equipment to do traditional threshing but not necessarily
the total expertise. If anyone has experience of this and would like to
participate, we would be delighted to hear from them.

Vintage Agricultural Machinery News — McCORMICK SP123 COMBINE — Chris Wilson reports
I have spent some time assessing the SP123.
Since it has stood for a long time & is quite rusted
up, this involved freeing up the engine and
attempting to start it to determine how viable a
project it would be.
The pluses are that the machine is largely
complete and original, and does not appear
badly worn or “farmer modified”.
Shortly after it arrived, with some difficulty, I
removed the plugs and poured diesel inside,
repeating the dose every few weeks. Initial
observations implied the engine was stuck more
from standing than severe corrosion.
By levering on the flywheel ring gear through an
inspection cover I managed to get the engine to
turn, minutely at first, then a full revolution,
eventually by cranking the starter motor. The

Then the distributor was opened, points cleaned
etc. Plugs were cleaned & replaced, and a
temporary fuel system rigged. Eventually she
fired up – noisily, missing and spluttering,
belching smoke, but has settled down nicely
now. The main clutch is good and the gears take
well. It felt good to drive it under its own power!

would boil out of the radiator top. It could have
been a blown head gasket or cracked head, but
fortunately it turned out to be that the bottom of
the radiator was completely clogged with
sediment. There is now circulation and she runs
at a better temperature. The radiator will need
removing for servicing. This good news makes it
possible accurately to assess what is required on
the balance of the machine. As I mentioned, I
can just put it into working order, not do a full
restoration. That means no paint; anything that
works will be left as is, e.g. belts & chains,
bearings, fit 'will-fit” gauges not originals from
the USA, etc. There will be some belts & chains
to buy out, but mostly it will involve freeing up
each shaft and re-packing bearings, repairing
components etc. I'll keep you posted.

After 2-3 minutes running though, the water

— Chris Wilson [katbr@worldonline.co.za]

integrity of the water pump seal has hopefully
been preserved by adding lubricant to the water
in the radiator when it was filled for the first
time.
The old oil was dropped in favour of a light oil to
penetrate all the nooks and crannies internally.
Oil pressure when cranking appeared strong.
Next, the carb was removed, completely
stripped and re-built.

More Sandstone Matters
CALLING
ALL
JOURNALISTS
30 March to
9 April 2017

There will be a formal media programme at Stars 2017.
We have so much to offer that different journalists see
different things and want to write about various aspects
of the event to suit the publications they work for. The
topics range from the economics of modern farming,
politics, the environment, wildlife, and of course the
entire scope of our Heritage activities from Railway
Heritage, Military matters and in-depth Agricultural
Heritage from tractors through to oxen, stationary
engines, combine harvesters etc.

SANDSTONE VISITORS
Our tourism figures for the first two months of
2016 have been very encouraging, Walking
Tours have been very popular and we have a
number of Open Weekends during 2016, the
first being over Easter on Saturday, March 26
and Sunday, March 27.

We will be inviting journalists to attend but if you are a
journalist or if you are a freelance writer, for example,
and you are interested in participating in this
programme please do not hesitate to contact us. We are
sometimes asked by overseas publications to prepare
articles for them because they are unable to send
someone out and that provides opportunities for local
freelance journalists as well.
Please direct your queries to Joanne West at E:
joannewest@btinternet.com

For the full year's programme click here

MODERN FARMING
We have made some radical decisions at
Sandstone Estates resulting from our experience
over the years with Organic farming and as a
result of our desire to dispense with toxic
pesticides and herbicides and to slowly move
away from the use of chemical fertiliSers.
Our first major initiative in this regard is to
declare the 500 ha of land around the main
complex as a chemical free zone. This means
that from now on no chemicals will applied to
that area nor will they be allowed in. Having
studied the subject in some detail we are
becoming concerned at the hidden dangers of
agricultural chemicals in the food supply cycle.

In this regard, we commend our readers to a
very well presented YouTube video on the
subject:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYhNryOPSJ0

Visitors to Stars 2017 will see a completely
different landscape involving mostly pastures,
cosmos and hopefully sunflowers which have
been planted without any chemically induced
weed control methods.

We must never forget what tough conditions exist for
many of our colleagues in the farming industry. This
picture was taken near Bultfontein during the week

Strange to say, but our cattle have been the biggest beneficiaries of the long, dry summer. Weed growth
in lands that could not be planted has been robust as well as the natural grasses. There is plenty of feed
for them in these fields. Sandstone has a very strong biological leaning and we believe that biomass is
biomass regardless of what particular plant species it is made of. In other words, nature is
rejuvenating these lands entirely without our assistance and adding the livestock component is a
useful bonus useful in this regard. We have plenty of time to prepare our lands for the 2016/2017
season, so our cattle may as well take advantage in the meantime. It is what we would probably refer to
in farming circles as a compulsory fallow year.

The Vermeer Chipper at work.
Picture by Sandstone

Finally, we have acquired a new and very
substantial Vermeer Chipper which is going to
be dealing with invasive species on the farm.
Our motivation to do so is based on a target we
have set ourselves of 10,000 tons of biomass
compost production every year. By tackling fast
growing species like River Poplar, we can help to
control trees that in some cases are having a
detrimental effect on our rivers, dams and
underground water systems.
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Seen around the Estate

THE WATERLOO BOY TRACTOR
RESTORATION

BOITUMELO SECONDARY SCHOOL
We have also hosted a number of interesting groups. In February, we had
a group of teachers from a local school — the Boitumelo Secondary
School who were there to celebrate their good Matric results. After a late
breakfast, they had a formal meeting and then went on one of our
Sandstone’s Walking Tours. They were rendered almost speechless to
discover what an amazing place Sandstone Estates is.
It’s a peculiarity about Sandstone, that it is better known internationally
than it is locally and it is good to see local people beginning to understand
what we do right on their doorstep. We are
finding that there is an upswing in the number
of families and groups like this attending.
Such visits have a very high educational
component.
Seun Koen, who leads our Walking Tours,
does a good job of educating people in this regard

SANDSTONE ESTATES
the Family Reunion Capital
of Southern Africa
Another large group to pay us a visit and take a train ride on the Mountain
Wanderer was, Archie van Biljoen and his family who were based in
Fouriesburg for a family reunion. Originally, Mr Van Biljoen enquired
about a Tractor Walking Tour, but was soon persuaded to consider a Train
ride. The family group was 28 people and arrived around 10h00. One of
the Sandstone Directors welcomed the group with a brief history of
Sandstone and the Heritage Collection and then joined them at 11h00 for
the train trip.
Returning at 12h30, Mr Van Biljoen and his family had a picnic at the
Waenhuis and at 14h00 Seun took them on the Tractor Walking Tour. The
group departed mid-afternoon, very complimentary about the splendid
day they had had — everyone loved it, Grandas and Oumas, Adults and
Children.

IMPRESSIONS OF
SANDSTONE
As a visiting Canadian with a penchant for all
things historical, I made my initial visit to
Sandstone Estates specifically to take in the
"Stars of Sandstone 2015"
Having been invited by the Crankhandle Car
Club of Cape Town, a collecting fraternity, we
only knew what we had seen on the Sandstone website. We had little else
to gauge what we were about to experience.
I was struck firstly by the awe-inspiring countryside flanked by the
Maluti Mountains. On finding the drive to the main buildings we
followed the 3.2 Km of 2 foot Narrow gauge railway line to our
destination. All would be revealed.
What we experienced were the following:
• Steam train excursions to the limits of the property.
• Active military displays with public interaction — "sound of thunder”.
• Flights on a vintage Harvard trainer, all this and more happening all
at the same time!
• Afrikaner Oxen pulling wagons, "take a ride” the sign proclaims.
This is the heritage that is being preserved. Where on earth could you
experience all this and more?
When I left the "Stars 2015 "event I went away in a stupor but that only
made my mind reflect on what I experienced .This year I visited outside
the normal event period but Sandstone had a different effect this time it
showed a different face of Sandstone, it was one of "behind the scenes"
of preparation for future events.
The SA Armour Museum from Bloemfontein sends a group of highly
trained serviceman to rehabilitate and service the military heritage
vehicles on a routine schedule. Over a few days, this group works
tirelessly to bring the military equipment up to condition.

Archie had this to say:
Kan jy glo, die Sandstone avontuur is nou iets van die verlede. Maar
gelukkig het ons net mooi herhinneringe van 'n uitstekende avontuur.
Baie dankie vir julle moeite, die groep kon nie uitgepraat raak nie. En
dankie ook vir al die ekstras en jou aandeel daarin. Sandstone is 'n
inspirasie en Seun was 'n tonic! Julle is besig met 'n ongelooflike projek, 'n
wereldklas toeriste bestemming!!!
Sterkte vorentoe.
Archie van Biljoen
E: archie10@telkomsa.net
Why not plan a Family Reunion of your own and let Sandstone plan a
bespoke visit for the whole family?

This background work along with the dedication to South African
military heritage and country shines through .Their hospitality to me
was overwhelming The sense of tradition also beamed through. Toast
away!!
All of the heritage collections are wonderful to behold, both static and in
action, but what struck me was that there was so much being
accomplished since my last visit, just one year earlier.
Additions to the collections -service and restoration, a walk through the
rail shed, where you could actually see the work progressing, gives a
sense of saving history, something that most are unaware of. Most of all,
the impression one gets, when all is said and done, is an overwhelming
urge to return again to see what's new with the old. To see the growing
legacy that we and our children can enjoy in the future. It beckons!
— Eric Edwards (E: edwardshorus@gmail.com )

The 2ft Narrow Gauge Railway
Proposed changes
& extensions to the
Sandstone Steam
Railroad 2-ft Narrow
Gauge lines

February is a busy time at the Hoekfontein
Workshop, as most operational locos go through
their annual boiler inspections together with our
road steam and stationary boilers.
All inspections are annual, but on a three year
cycle.

.We mentioned in a previous
edition of some proposed track
changes and these pictures from
Gert Jubileus show the proposed
new loop at Grootdraai, The Game
Dam extension and workshop
extension and a new proposed
extension to Sekonyela from the
line to Sandstone Mountain. In
total 3,79kms of new track.

At 36 months a major inspection takes place,
which requires considerable stripping of the
boiler mountings and equipment. Prior to this,
the boilers need to be extensively washed out for
the inspection team to work efficiently.

This requires a very large amount
of track material as well as the lines
themselves:
Total Sleepers needed = 3360
Total Ballast Needed = 2280m³
Total Fishplates = 1520
Total Fishplate bolts = 3040
Total T Bolts = 8244
The track and project plans are now
being drawn up to satisfy the
R ailway Safety Regulator
requirements. All this is budget
dependent.

Our pictures from Gert Jubileus show Inspector
Nick Kruger at work on road steam and a
locomotive.

Vailima Improvements
One of many suggestions from
visitors to have been implemented
was a levelling of the surface at
Vailima Siding where passengers
on the Mountain Wanderer
disembark while the locomotives
take water. This picture from Gert
Jubileus shows the work done. The
area between the tracks will be
planted with Cosmos with a new
lawn to the left of the track.

ERMYNTRUDE & ANNA HAVE
PASSED THEIR STEAM TESTS
These two ex-Angola O&K locomotives have
been moved from the Bloemfontein workshop
to Hoekfontein during early March for boiler
certification and final commissioning. The two
locomotives will be employed mainly on
children's trains but also on light freight
demonstrations.
Both Anna and Ermyntrude have passed their
steam trials with aplomb!
O&K 12140 “Anna” on her
Steam Trials; this O&K is
named after Lukas Nel's wife.
Picture by Lukas Nel

O&K No: 11112
“Ermyntrude”, named
after a Queen of the
Valkyries.
Picture by Lukas Nel
No: 11112 as Tentativa No: 5, at Caixito, Angola in 1969.
Note the barefoot driver in shorts! Picture by Jeff Lanham

Watch Ermyntrude on trial here:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cci35mfEAmw&feature=youtu.be

No: 12140 as Tentativa No: 6
in 1969.
Picture by Jeff Lanham
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Narrow Gauge & Main Line News
PORT ELIZABETH WAGON COLLECTIONS
We have now completed 15 journeys to Port Elizabeth and collected 24
wagons since July last year, comprising various types: 12 x DZ, 1 x NZ,
1 x TZ, 8 x C and 2 x Y.
At present, we are concentrating on the Y wagons at the Blok Yard
which is behind Humewood Road Station, and is the area of most
vandalism to the units. It is a very unsavoury part of Port Elizabeth
with security issues, so we have decided to clear these wagons before
further damage is done. The wagons are in poor repair and on a high
embankment which has been challenging for Fanie Claasen and his
team from CCM crane hire in Port Elizabeth — but they have gone the
extra mile for us to enable the vehicles to be saved. Once this is
completed, the final wagons from Humewood Diesel Depot will be
collected.
NG-Y 2795 sits high on the embankment at the Blok Yard in Port Elizabeth
before collection and below safely at Hoekfontein. Pictures by Sandstone

OUR GMAM — LYNDIE-LOU
This locomotive, the first ever in the Sandstone collection is
currently under repair at Reefsteamers in Germiston for a
return to service later this year. It spent many years at
Randfontein Estates Gold Mine before purchase by Sandstone.
Well known rail photographer and author, Dennis Moore, sent
us this picture of 4079 (then R15) from his archives and a
fascinating story unearthed for a future book on the Gold Mine.
I just thought I'd share this picture with your
readers, one which I've just stumbled across.
This rather grainy black and white image was
taken on the afternoon of 12.9.87: it shows
Garratt 4079 (then R15, before its accident and
rebuild as "R1") climbing away on the third of
the three reverse curves out of Midload
junction on the line to Doornkop reduction
plant.
It is of interest in several respects, firstly
because of the train of empties also Garratt
hauled in the background, returning from
Cooke plant to Cooke 3 shaft. I think this was
the only time I got two Garratts moving in
opposite directions out on the running lines, as
opposed to in and around the shafts / reduction
plants etc. Second it reminded me just how fully
loaded these wagons used to be. Thirdly,
because this is the very spot where this same
engine (your 4079) derailed and had that
terrible accident (sadly with a fatality) whilst

returning back (downhill) with empties, 1990 I
think it was. After some time, it was carted off
to Dunns at Witbank, rebuilt - utilising a spare
GMA boiler - and eventually came back into
service as R1 and worked through until the end
of daily (but not all) steam operation in January
1995. The rest of the story, of course, you know
about.

just about all previously published references to
R.E.G.M.s Garratts contain mistakes. The
mine's habit of using and re-using numbers,
and renumbering locos, certainly caused much
confusion.
John Middleton's excellent booklets came
closest to getting it right, but even they
contained a few errors (Not a criticism, just the
real situation came to light with the benefit of
hindsight and a LOT of research)

I came across this whilst in the process (5
months so far) of putting together a 240 page
book exclusively on Randfontein Estates Gold
Mine. It features loads of photos of 4079, but
this one - being taken where it was - struck me
as possibly being of interest to you. The book
will be predominantly colour, of course, and
features the other classes that worked at the
mine, Class 1 4-8-0, Class 14R 4-8-2, Class
15BR 4-8-2, and 15F 4-8-2 (on hire). I'll
probably also do a separate smaller book just on
"The Garratts of Randfontein".

In fact no less than NINETEEN GMAMs found
their way to REGM, not all at the same time and
not all actually saw service.

Incidentally, my research has thrown up that

— Dennis Moore (E: moore3450@mweb.co.za )

Perhaps the most surprising statistic was just
how many GMA/Ms ended up at REGM
during the period 1983 - 1995. I expect most
people would guess around a dozen (the few
people I have put this to all came up with 12 - 14
or thereabouts.

Other Matters of Interest
ASSISTING TRAINING ENGINEERING STUDENTS
During 2015 Darren Ternent, a
student from the University of
P r e t o r i a Me c h a n i c a l a n d
Ae ron aut i c a l E n g i n e e r i n g
Faculty, spent some time at
Sandstone Estates as part of his
practical course. Visitors to Stars
2015 will remember Darren as
the Mr Fix-it with various
vehicles. Recently we received
Darren's report as submitted to
the faculty and the mail from him
below. You can read the full
report by clicking on the link:

— from Tom Kirkland kirk1@lantic.net
I have been having trouble finishing off the
wiring system. However this morning I again got
busy (blew another fuse) then found that the
heavy cable going from the Battery to the Self
Starter was shorting across to the engine., now
sorted, so it just remains to get the Motor started
and some final tuning. The hood may take some
time to re-fit, but with some luck, it may be ready
by the end of the month.

http://www.sandstone-estates.com/images/stories/general/20160224/Practical_Training_Report_compressed.pdf

Darren writes:
Please find attached my marked MPY 315
Practical Experience report. This was the
report that I wrote on my work experience at
Sandstone Estates.
I wish to once again express how thankful I
am for the incredible opportunities that I was
afforded at Sandstone Estates.
I hope to work at Sandstone Estates again this
year if I may, there is still a huge amount for
me to learn both technically and in terms of
organisation and management.

MG TC
NEARLY COMPLETE

The knowledge and experience that I have
gained thus far have proved to be invaluable
to me, both in my academic career and in
enabling me to take of the position of Team
Captain for TuksBaja, a racing team of the
University of Pretoria. In turn, I have gained
skills and knowledge that I did not have the
last time I worked at Sandstone that I believe
will be beneficial to Sandstone.
Yours Sincerely,

— Darren Ternent
(E: darren.ternent@gmail.com )
Sandstone has built up a very good rapport with the University, and we are expecting more
students in the near future to visit us for their practical training.

Jack Lewthwaite is now making a new part for the
'back plate' on the Generator, where the original
one had been broken off and it was not in stock at
NTG. He has finished the work on the steering
column, and I should get the oil seal to finish that
off soon.
I was very relieved on finding the cause of the
electrical problem, my ability to rewire cars still
stands!!! I had the motor running for a few
minutes this afternoon.
As I had set it up over time. It started almost
immediately -- Sounds Good -- Also Good oil
pressure. -- A small water leak. -- Carbs need
some tuning. -- Electrical seems to be OK, after
fixing the short circuit at the Self Starter
connection.

SCENES AROUND THE WAENHUIS AREA
A second 1920 Pillared Dining
Car will be moved. The drought
has taken its toll on our trees,
many of which sadly have had to
be removed. However, for every
tree we take down, we plant 100.

Pictures by Gert Jubileus

The dashboard and interior of the TC.
Picture by Tom Kirkland

Stars of Sandstone 2015
A video production by Jean Dulez.
Although Sandstone did not produce an official
video of the 2015 event, well known producer,
Jean Dulez from VidRail, has compiled an
excellent 75 minute production on the event. It
will soon be available from Sandstone at a cost of
R160 incl VAT for the DVD version. Enquiries
may be made to Babita on E:
babitan@sandstone.co.za
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LETTERS

George Shields, who visited us in 2015 and drove
for us, recently wrote to us to visit us next month.
I will introduce myself to you. I am George Shields
from the U.K. and I was a steam locomotive driver
in last year's Stars of Sandstone event.
I am coming to South Africa in April this year and I
had hoped to visit the steam depot at Sandstone, (of
course bringing my overalls to get stuck in) from
Thursday 28th. April to Sunday 1st. May, is this
possible? I have read the newsletter and know there
is a Workers day on Sat. 30th April so I would like
to help out anyway I can whilst at Sandstone.

If I can sleep in one of the coaches in the shed that suits
me as I will bring a sleeping bag and be on site, which is
better than being at Ficksburg. I can see by your
weekly work updates Sandstone Railway is going in a
very positive direction. Which can only be good for all
concerned. Keep up the excellent work. I hope for a
favourable reply.
Best regards, George Shields
— “You will be most welcome, George!”

Media Matters
SANDSTONE Sandstone interview on SAFM - Time to Travel
http://www.sandstone-estates.com/index.php/in-the-press/3121-safm-previews-stars-of-sandstone-2017

COUNTRY LIFE Chris Marais and Julienne Du Toit attended our 2015 event and have produced a wonderful article for the March
2016 edition of Country Life magazine in South Africa. For our overseas readers who cannot access this edition just
click on the link below.
http://www.sandstone-estates.com/images/stories/general/20160220/Country_Life_Magazine_16022016_0001.pdf

BIRDLIFE SA Birding is one of the many attractions at Sandstone and we work closely with the birding community.
To see the latest editions (January and February) of Birdlife SA:
Click here to view January's edition.
Click here to view February's edition.

CENTURION SOCIETY This Pretoria based club are strong supporters of Sandstone, click on the link below to see their latest newsletter.
OF MODEL ENGINEERS Click here to view.
BENNETT BROOK This 2ft narrow gauge railway in Western Australia is home to an ex- SAR NG15 No: 123 and regular visitors to
RAILWAY Sandstone Simon Mead and Bob Baker are both departmental managers on the line.
AUSTRALIA Click here to see their February 2016 newsletter.

CERES RAIL COMPANY
The tourism steam train will depart from Demeter Station and take
tourists into the Ceres valley over selected weekends. Ceres Rail
Company bought the old Union Limited together with three steam
locomotives.
They refurbished the
steam locomotive
and seven coaches.

On this very special trip, vehicles from the Tiger Moth Club of South
Africa and the Vintage & Veteran Club will join the Reefsteamers Steam
Train for the journey from Krugersdorp to Magaliesburg, providing a
unique and spectacular experience featuring the sights and sounds of a
bygone era. Booking is essential, E: bookings@reefsteamers.com

Read all about it here:
http://traveller24.news24.com/Explore/SAHolidayGuide/old-ceressteam-train-brought-back-to-life-20160315

From all of us at Sandstone — THAT’S ALL FOR THIS ISSUE!
THE SANDSTONE TEAM Curator, Sandstone Heritage Trust: Gert Jubileus
gertj@sandstone.co.za
Farm Affairs: Leigh Sanders
leighs@sandstone.co.za
Event Matters & Dave Richardson
Newsletter Editor: daver@sandstone.co.za
International Enquiries: Louise Norton
tourism@sandstone.co.za
Newsletter Production: Claire at Eschie Graffix

www.sandstone-estates.com

Please click on the logo to visit the
Sandstone Heritage Trust website
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